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MASSAGE CHAIR :: Osaki

BLACK BROWN CREAM

OSAKI OS-3700 

MSRP: $ 3,299.99

Features:

• Buttocks Massage.
• New Industrial Design.
• New Armrest Design - It moves with 

recline upto about 4".
• Heat on Lumbar
• 4 Manual Massage Modes and Dual 

Massages.
• Foot Roller Massage.
• CURBSIDE DELIVERY

Color Option: BLACK 
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Osaki OS-3700 Buttocks Massage Chair

New Armrest Design
The newest industrial design which Osaki OS-3700 adapts makes 
the armrest move backwards and forwards upto about 4 inches for 
better position of arm massage.

Buttocks Massage
It provides support to both your neck and back, especially the lumbr area. This position increases the 
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effects of massage as it enables each disc of our spine to individually separate and decompress, allowing 
nutrients to enter disc tissue.

Next Generation Air Massage Technology
The airbag massagers have been upgraded and engineered, reducing the number of airbags and valves 
but at the same time increasing the surface coverage. Less power is consumed and runs more quietly 
with the reduction of air pumps and valves, allowing for a more tranquil massage experience. The 
material used to create the air bags have also been modified with industrial grade material for durability 
but yet soft and pliable to provide comfort and consistency.

Arm Air Massagers
The new industrial design made the arm part move along with recline 
upto 3.9" to a suitable position.

Foot and Calf Massage
There are multiple air bags along the sides and back of the legs and feet 
which inflate to apply a compression massage. Located along the bottom 
foot massager are 2 pressure point nodes. When the air bags inflate, the 
foot and calves are firmly pressed down on the pressure points for an 
invigorating massage. The experience is simulates a massage therapist 
pressing down with their thumbs.

Foot Sole Roller Massagers
Located on the bottom of the feet is single row of spinning reflexology massagers which provide a 
soothing kneading style application. As the rollers spin it will stimulate acupuncture points and as the air 
bags inflate it will generate a much deeper massage along the bottoms of your feet.

Shoulder Airbag Massage
The outer and top part of the shoulders have not been forgotten. Airbags 
have been placed on both sides of the chair. As the airbags inflate the 
shoulders pressed inwards and back pinning your shoulders the backrest. 
This will stretch out muscles in the shoulder region where most carry their 
tension.

Lumbar Heat Therapy
There are 2 heating pads, one on each side in the lumbar area. The 
heat therapy is a great compliment to roller and airbag massage. The 
heating pad is not intended to be use for more than 30 minutes a day 
or the duration of a massage preset program.

Seat Vibration
Osaki has taken one step further to enhance your massage experience. The 3rd dimension added is 
vibration massage. On the seat a hi frequency vibration massage plate has been added to massage the 
back portion of user’s upper legs. The vibration is soothing and effective.

Intensity Control
The intensity of the airbags can be controlled 5 levels along 5 different speeds for the massage heads. 
On the remote tap the “intensity” and the “strength” button to make the adjustments.

Easy-To-Use Remote
The Osaki OS-3700 remote boasts to easily visualize what functions the chair has 
activated. The remote allows you to select the massage type, intensity, speed and 
location. The manual mode massage includes kneading, tapping, shiatsu & rolling. 
Also you can select dual massage actions of kneading and tapping, or kneading and 
shiatsu.
• Air intensity adjustment - The air intensity of the air bags can be controlled up to 5 
levels, from mild to strong.
• Massage speed control - The speed in which the massage heads move can be 
controlled up to 5 different speeds, ranging from slow to fast.

6 Pre-Set Programs
Enjoy from 6 preset programs of massages. Every one of the preset pgrams are unique, each offering a 
different focus of massage style. Some my focus on more the kneading and other on the tapping. The 
intensity of the massage will also vary from program. There is Deep Tissue, Body Stretch, Calm, Full Air, 
Calves Air and Arms Air.

Specification



About

Osaki massage chairs are designed and 
engineered for maximum comfort and 
function. Osaki products are put through 
heavy testing to ensure reliability and 
performance. Come and experience the 
Osaki difference!
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Contact Us

Osaki Massage Chair
1303 Marsh Lane
Carrollton, TX 75006
Tel: 888-848-2630
info@osakititan.com
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